Military & Veterans Programs has created this abbreviated Chain of Command Guide to help you have a better understanding of how Texas Tech University is structured. This guide assigns military rank insignia to the Academic Chain of Command that starts with your professor and culminates with the Chancellor of the Texas Tech System.

An example of an administrative unit is graphically represented but the MVP Chain of Command that starts with MVP’s Administrative Business Assistant and culminates with the Vice President of Institutional Diversity, Equity & Community Engagement.
**Academic Deans**

- CASNR: Michael Galyean, PhD
- Architecture: Andrew Vernooy, AIA
- A & S: Jeff Williams, PhD
- Business: Lance Nail, PhD
- Education: Scott Ridley, PhD
- Engineering: Albert Sacco, Jr., PhD
- Graduate School: Dominick Casadonte, PhD
- Honors: Stephen Fritz, PhD
- Human Sciences: Linda Hoover, PhD
- Law: Darby Dickerson, JD
- Libraries: Donald Dyal, PhD
- Media and Communication: David D. Perlmutter, PHD
- VPA: Carol Edwards, PhD